
1. Location, Base, Plinth and Flue

The Edible Flower Pizza Oven Workshops 2018

The Brick Base:

Any solid, level base will do – square or round. I chose a brick ‘U-shaped’ base 
because I wanted space to store wood underneath – and I wanted to have a go at 
brick laying!

For a 27inch internal diameter oven I needed a base that was 1.23cm x 1.46cm. It 
was 8 courses of brick in height - plus the width of a scaffold plank to retain the 
clay oven base – that gives us a comfy working height of about 830mm. 
Repeat these three layers for a nice brick bond…

Need a Flue?
Some things are worth leaving to the 
professionals. County Down 
Stoves and Flues installed our 
twin walled flue and chimney 
(cdsf.co.uk)
It’s 6” internally and 8” externally.

Any chimney works much better at 
the apex of the roof…

How big is a brick? including 10mm mortar - 225 mm x 112.5 mm x 75 mm

The Location:

Key points: 
Convenient for cooking
Roughly level
Outside is easier – especially if 
protection from rain (an overhang 
or roof) already exists.
Where will the smoke blow?
Face the entrance downwind

Wood platform sitting 
on the brick base.

Brick base

Scaffold plank surround 
to enclose oven floor

The Oven Floor:

The oven floor is made up of an insulation layer (typically 
incorporating glass bottles), a clay layer and fire bricks. 
Ideally the insulation layer should wrap around into the oven 
walls. 

We used old storage heater bricks that I found lying around 
(238 x 164 x 80mm). You can buy special pizza oven base 
bricks if needed.  To the left is the pattern of bricks we used 
for the oven floor to allow space for some upright bottles 
around the edge of the oven.

The Plinth:

We used a wooden platform mortared onto the brick base as the base of our plinth. We 
also considered pouring a concrete plinth or using a number of concrete lintels to 
bridge across the brick base. We ended up using what we had lying around – lots of 
wood.

6” flue

Brick arch entrance

Fire bricks

Insulation layer
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2. Materials and Equipment

The Edible Flower Pizza Oven Workshops 2018

Materials You’ll Need;

Bricks for the oven floor (“Fire bricks”)
Breeze blocks, bricks or sleepers to form the base.
Builders sand – 200-250kg
Clay subsoil – 150kg
Glass bottles
Chimney
Wood shavings and/or straw
Newspaper (to cover your sand dome)
Water

Equipment You’ll Need:

A Wheelbarrow
Tape measure
Tarpaulin sheet
Kitchen knife
Gloves
Lots of Buckets

The Sand
Buy or acquire sharp sand or “concrete 
sand”. Fine sand with even particle size (e.g. 
“plasterers sand”) will be less good - the 
particles will roll over each other like 
marbles, rather than lock together. 

The “Clay Subsoil”
We used a mixture of our subsoil and pure 
clay subsoil dug up from Helen’s Bay 
Organics. Depending on the clay content this 
should be mixed with sand. The more clay in 
your soil, the more sand you’ll have to add 
when you’re creating the “clay” layers in your 
oven.

The Insulation Mix
(Clay subsoil plus water plus wood 
shavings)

The aim of this layer is to keep the 
heat inside your oven for long, slow 
cooking. It’s less important if you 
only want to cook pizzas. This layer 
is basically a less dense clay mix. 
The air is added to the mix by 
incorporating dried out organic 
matter like chopped straw or 
wood-shavings / saw dust.

The Clay Layers
(Clay subsoil plus water plus sand plus 
straw)

These layers are dense “oven mud” 
layers that act as a thermal sink 
within the oven (or as a protective 
layer over the insulation layer).

The proportion of sand to clay 
subsoil depends on how much clay is 
in your subsoil. 
If your subsoil is very clayey you 
might need 4 parts sand to 1 part 
subsoil. 
If it isn’t very clayey then 2 to 1 
would be better. 

If your clay layer shrinks lots as it 
dries, then you might need to add 
more sand to the mix. You’re 
looking for less than 2-3% 
skrinkage.

Our internal clay layer was 4 parts 
sand, 1 part pure clay and 1 part 
clayey subsoil.

The straw adds a bit of tensile 
strength to the outer mix. 

Glass Bottles
(Part of the insulation layer)
Placed approx 1cm apart with 
insulation mix between them.

Plinth materials
(Bricks, breeze blocks, sleepers 
or scaffold plants to form 
some sort of a base)
I used scaffold planks to 
surround my oven floor.

Chimney
(Might not be necessary if 
your oven is outdoors)

Fire bricks
(Storage heater bricks, engineering bricks – any brick 
that is fired at a high temperature)
These need to be flat on top and positioned without 
any mortar between them
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3. Dome, Clay Layers and Oven Entrance

The Edible Flower Pizza Oven Workshops 2018

Pizza only?
If you’re just planned to cook pizza in your 
oven then you can make a nice low oven 
instead – perhaps  just 12 inches tall

Making The Dome

To construct the oven itself, you create a dome out of damp 
sand, cover it in newspaper then cover with a layer of clay. 
You cut out an entrance in the clay and (hopefully) remove 
the sand without the clay dome collapsing.
Our dome is 27 inches in diameter and 16 inches tall. 

The Entrance

An entrance made from clay is perfectly possible but can get a bit 
bashed up and broken over time. A brick arch creates a more durable 
entrance. Use a wooden form to build the arch (and then reuse it as 
the oven door).

The for a 27 inch oven, the entrance should be approximately 16” 
wide by 10” tall. A rule of thumb for the ratio between dome height 
and entrance height is 0.63!

Further reading:

Build Your Own Earth 
Oven, by Kiko Denzer, 
Hand Print Press,
3rd edition 2007

Airflow

The joy of cooking in 
clay:

A clay oven makes great bread 
(and pizza) because it heats in 
three different ways.

There is RADIANT heat from the 
oven walls.

There is CONDUCTED heat from 
the hot oven floor (super tasty 
crust!)

And there is CONVECTED heat 
from the hot moving air. 

Convection ovens just use 
convected heat. Erin uses a pre-
heated dutch oven (casserole dish 
turned upside down with the 
bread inside) to cook her 
sourdough loaves in our 
convection oven to recreate some 
of the properties of a clay oven. 

Close the door for 
firing up the oven –
there needs to be an
air gap at the bottom 
to allow air in. 

Clay Layers

Staring from the inside, 
the oven walls are made 
up of a dense 3” clay 
layer, 4-6” insulation 
layer and then a thin 1-2” 
decorative clay layer on 
the outside. 

A.

B.

C.

Building up the clay layers…
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